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Saturday, November 23 of 2019

SPECIAL MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN MENDOZA, ARGENTINA, TO
THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS, ON THE OCCASION OF THE
MEETING OF MUSIC FOR THE HEALING AND ELEVATION OF HUMANITY

When God thought of creating the humanity of the Surface, He thought of a Project, of a perfect
Plan, which could emerge during the development of the entire life of the human being.

This Plan is still valid, in spite of the errors and the events lived by the human being itself.

It is a Plan broadly based upon the real experience of love and forgiveness.

The Plan predicts that all human beings will be forgiven, as after many experiences, the human
being needs self-forgiveness, within the field of its consciousness, so that it can feel free from the
errors committed and free from all guilt.

But this guiding thread that unites and fulfills the life of the human being is the Divine
Consciousness of Christ, which even incarnated in this humanity to bring a message that should be
applied within daily life. This message deepened through the surrender of Jesus Christ.

This Plan must still be expressed and fulfilled in all of humanity and, although this may seem
unattainable in this cycle, the Spiritual Hierarchy gives an impulse and concretizes this Plan of Love
through the groups of souls and of consciousnesses that have the commitment of manifesting this
Universal Plan, in some way.

Today we are before an example of one of the Plans of God, an example that will be represented by
the special Meeting of Music of today, which will mirror one of the most emblematic cultures and
roots of ancient times: the African culture, which, being a part of the Project of God, also lived its
clashes and decadent periods, and today, under the spirit of established fraternity and brotherhood, it
will attain this inner experience with the love and forgiveness that all creatures need.

For this reason, the Meeting of Music that will be offered today will open the celestial doors so that
beloved Africa may recover the original attributes and values which had once constituted it as an
emblematic and sacred race.

In the loving and faithful surrender of each singer and instrumentalist, the Spiritual Hierarchy will
bring toward the Earth all the principles that My children from Africa experienced.

This will benefit the soul of each child of Mine from Africa, who lives the result of traumatic and
painful experiences, produced by the trafficking of persons and by the selling of their people for a
profit that is outside of all laws and context.

This Meeting of Music of today will grant to Africa the reintegration of its spiritual consciousness,
the matrix that once formed the origin of this race, which had the mission of being the bridge
between the Material Universe and the Spiritual Universe.
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By means of the offering that will be made today, the Divine Universes will intercede through the
spontaneous exercise of joy and the loving offer of the Choir of Angolans. The Divinity, for the first
time, has found a way to grant the ancient spiritual freedom and the healing of wounded hearts.

All this is possible through the offering of the Meeting of Music of today.

May all feel as a part of Africa, and may all recover the roots that the Celestial Father once created
so that, in the values of equality and unity, all of His children might be happy.

From the deepest core of Love and of Divine Existence, I thank the choir of My children of Angola,
for having ecumenically responded to this call from the Creation.

I wish you all a most beautiful musical gala, so that healing may reach all of humanity.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you, in the Love of Christ,

 

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


